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9781838575939
English
6.93 x 7.87 in
Age (years) 6 - 8
Distributor: Jaguar

Book Group

The Unicorn Poop Joke Book
by  Jack B. Quick, Gareth Conway
Aug 15, 2020 Paperback $8.95 CAD
This wacky book is bursting with hilarious, kid-friendly jokes about wizards, mermaids
and magical creatures. The cheeky, irreverent tone and chucklesome illustrations will
have young readers laughing their socks off. Perfect for kids aged 6+.

Word play and puns boost literacy and language development.

More than 150 hilarious magic-themed jokes.

Fully illustrated throughout with hilarious cartoons.

9781838576332
English
6.93 x 7.87 in
Age (years) 5 - 8
Distributor: Jaguar

Book Group

Pocket Fun 
Pocket Fun: Super Funny Jokes
by  Adam Clay, Chuck Whelon
Jul 15, 2020 Paperback $8.95 CAD
Packed with playful puns, ridiculous riddles, and zany zingers, this joke book will have
kids rolling on the floor laughing. Featuring hilarious full-color illustrations, Super Funny
Jokes is perfect for kids aged 5+.

Packed with classic gags and new rib-ticklers that children will love.

Every joke is illustrated with a wacky cartoon for a new level of fun.

9781398808300
English
5.91 x 9.09 in
Age (years) 4 - 8
Distributor: Jaguar

Book Group

Sirius Super Fun Joke Books 
The Super Fun Joke Book
Over 900 Puns, Gags, and Wisecracks!
by  Ana Bermejo, Ivy Finnegan
Sep 01, 2021 Paperback $12.95 CAD

Why was the little iceberg just like his dad? Because he was a chip off the cold block!

Kids of all ages love silly gags and puns and this huge collection of original and classic
jokes makes a perfect gift for all children!

Over 900 eye-wateringly funny gags are included, featuring wickedly funny one-lines, knock-knock
jokes, puns, spoof film and book titles and much more. In reading and telling the jokes, kids will pick
up cultural references as well as improve their reading comprehension and verbal skills. The doodle-
style illustrations will also tickle readers' funny bones.

A great gift for the entire family to enjoy!
9781398808317

English
5.91 x 9.09 in
Age (years) 4 - 8
Distributor: Jaguar

Book Group

Sirius Super Fun Joke Books 
The Super Fun Knock Knock Joke Book
Over 700 Hilarious Jokes!
by  Ana Bermejo, Ivy Finnegan
Oct 01, 2021 Paperback $12.95 CAD

Knock, Knock! Who's there? Groans and laughs aplenty in this jumbo joke book, packed to
bursting with over 700 jokes for the whole family to enjoy. 

Including well-loved classics and brand-new comedy gold, this off-the-wall joke book will have readers
rolling on the floor. In reading and telling the jokes, kids will pick up cultural references as well as
improve their reading comprehension, verbal skills and social confidence! The doodle-style
illustrations will also tickle readers' funny bones.

This family-friendly joke book is a way to enjoy screen-free time. Perfect for readers aged 6+.

ABOUT THE SERIES: Sirius Super Funny Joke Books bring together collections of side-splittingly
9781398820685

English
5.08 x 7.8 in
Distributor: Jaguar

Book Group

Catology
What Your Cat is Really Thinking
by  Ruby Foster
Nov 29, 2022 Hardcover $12.95 CAD

Why does you cat purr? 
Why does it need to come in as soon as you let it out? 
Why has it presented you with a dead mouse on your pillow (it's a gift)? 

Whether you're in servant to a marvellous mog or slave to a posh pedigree, there is lots of fun to be
found in this humorous guide to what your cat's funny ways actually mean. Celebrating what makes
cats so wonderful with jokes, charming illustrations and some very familiar behavior, this hardback
book is a perfect gift for a cat lover.
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9781398820715
English
5.08 x 7.8 in
Distributor: Jaguar

Book Group

Dogology
What Your Dog is Really Thinking
by  Felix Osborne
Nov 29, 2022 Hardcover $12.95 CAD

Why does your dog eat literally everything? 
Can it co-exist happily with a cat? 
Does it really love you or is it all about food? 

Whether you're in charge of a soppy pooch, or in thrall to a terror of a terrier, there is lots of fun to
be found in this humorous hardcover guide on what your pet's funny ways actually mean.
Celebrating what makes dogs wonderful with jokes, charming illustrations and some very familiar
behavior, this book is a perfect gift for dog lovers.

9781782852803
English
228.6 x 279.4 mm

| 0.74 lb
64 pages
Age (years) 6 - 10
Distributor: Jaguar

Book Group

The Barefoot Book of Riddles
by  Hugh Lupton, Sophie Fatus
Mar 01, 2016 Paperback $19.99 CAD

Sharpen your wits and dazzle your friends with this fabulous collection of riddles, puzzles and riddle-
stories. The Barefoot Book of Riddles won’t just make you laugh out loud — it will give you new ways of
thinking about the world.

9781915748157
English
5.13 x 7.75 in
Age (years) 7 - 11
Distributor: Jaguar

Book Group

Don't Take Your Elephant to School
An Alphabet of Poems
by  Steve Turner, David Mostyn
May 17, 2024 Paperback $14.99 CAD
Another collection from the highly-popular and award-winning poet Steve Turner.

Have you ever thought about the rules a lion would need to follow in school? Or
considered the worst thing about a queue? 

You haven't? Then these poems are for you?

In this collection of over 70 poems, Steve Turner returns to much of the word play and wit of his
best-selling The Day I Fell Down the Toilet. Using the alphabet as a framework, he has written three
poems for each letter (including X and Z!). This highly entertaining book will delight all Turner fans
and teachers will appreciate the varied poetry forms (shape, limerick, nonsense, free, rhyming, etc).

9781915748133
English
5.13 x 7.75 in
Age (years) 7 - 9
Distributor: Jaguar

Book Group

The Day I Fell Down the Toilet and Other Poems
by  Steve Turner, David Mostyn
May 17, 2024 Paperback $14.99 CAD
A best-selling collection of whacky, fun and thought-provoking poetry for children

Have you ever been punched by a cabbage or fallen head first down the loo?
Have you ever had fun with a poem? You haven't? Then this book's for you.

Whacky poems that take a roller-coaster ride from the crazy corners of dreams to the big questions
of life. 

This collection of over seventy poems for children by Steve Turner is regularly in the best-seller lists.
Full of wit and fun, his thought-provoking poetry has been used by teachers in classrooms and
entertained children at home over the years. These poems make an instant impact, as the themes
and ideas in them offer lots of food for thought for young minds.

9781915748119
English
5.13 x 7.75 in
Age (years) 7 - 9
Distributor: Jaguar

Book Group

Dad, You're Not Funny and other Poems
by  Steve Turner, David Mostyn
May 17, 2024 Paperback $14.99 CAD
The second hilarious poetry collection from the author of The Day I Fell Down the Toilet

Have you ever formed a secret club with friends? Or witnessed the flight of a cow?
Have you ever heard a duck whistle? You haven't? Then read this book now.

As always, Steve Turner's poems present a fresh and quirky view on life. Many of the poems in this
collection are about childhood: school and holidays, dreams and monsters, food, friends...

This collection of over seventy poems will entertain and interest children both in the classroom and
at home. The themes and ideas are thought-provoking as well as witty and fun, and the entertaining
cartoons reflect the mood of the poems.
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9781952119934
English
Distributor: Jaguar

Book Group

McSweeney's Quarterly Concern 
McSweeney's Issue 75 (McSweeney's Quarterly Concern)
by  Dave Eggers, James Yeh
Sep 05, 2024 Hardcover , Trade binding $33.95 CAD

McSweeney's three-time National Magazine Award-winning quarterly celebrates making it three
quarters of the way to a hundred by looking forward. Guest-edited by Eli Horowitz, McSweeney's 75
is made up entirely of never-before-published authors, bringing you thrilling new works. 

Ever changing, each issue of the quarterly is completely redesigned (there have been hardcovers and
paperbacks, an issue with two spines, an issue with a magnetic binding, an issue that looked like a
bundle of junk mail, and an issue that looked like a sweaty human head), but always brings you the
very best in new literary fiction.

9781952119972
English
Distributor: Jaguar

Book Group

McSweeney's Quarterly Concern 
McSweeney's Issue 77 (McSweeney's Quarterly Concern)
by  Dave Eggers, Rita Bullwinkel
Feb 06, 2025 Paperback , Trade $28.95 CAD

McSweeney's three-time National Magazine Award-winning quarterly brings you our 77th issue, a
lovely back-to-basics paperback introducing our new editor: Rita Bullwinkel.

Ever changing, each issue of the quarterly is completely redesigned (there have been hardcovers and
paperbacks, an issue with two spines, an issue with a magnetic binding, an issue that looked like a
bundle of junk mail, and an issue that looked like a sweaty human head), but always brings you the
very best in new literary fiction.
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